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They Leave Their Kidneys in the Fields takes the reader on an ethnographic tour of the melon
and corn harvesting fields of California’s Central Valley to understand why farmworkers suffer
heatstroke and chronic illness at rates higher than workers in any other industry. Through
captivating accounts of the daily lives of a core group of farmworkers over nearly a decade,
Sarah Bronwen Horton documents in startling detail how a tightly interwoven web of public
policies and private interests creates exceptional and needless suffering.  

"Horton keenly advocates for measures to remedy farmworkers' health, such as ending policies
of agricultural exceptionalism, reforming the health care and immigration systems, and
promoting labor policies to improve farmworkers' health." ― CHOICE Published On:
2017-11-01"Captivating... Horton’s book comes at a critical moment to enter into discussions
about undocumented migration in the US. It represents a substantial contribution to exposing the
hidden reality of migrant farmworkers’ stressful lives, and also highlights potential areas of policy
and law reform. Her in-depth analysis of the legal, historical, and cultural causes of migrant
exploitation makes her work a relevant and eye-opening read for anyone who consumes
produce in the US." ― Border Criminologies"They Leave Their Kidneys in the Fields will become
an essential text in undergraduate and graduate classrooms. Horton has made a clear
theoretical contribution to the academic fields of anthropology, the social sciences, public
health, and immigration studies, and her captivating narrative will appeal to the larger general
public interested in migrant health...Horton’s analysis of the structural violence experienced by
undocumented farmworkers will draw a wide readership and bring much-deserved attention to
this marginalized and exploited population." ― American Ethnologist"Sarah Horton’s book is a
strong reminder of why and how we should be doing ethnography in solidarity with the
communities we research and write about." ― Anthropology of Work Review"An excellent
example of how to successfully produce engaged ethnographic writing that grapples with
concerns of positionality, enhances empathy for vulnerable populations, and makes
anthropological theory accessible to a broader readership, all of which is no easy feat." ―
American Anthropologist Published On: 2017-06-01"Horton’s work provides a platform from
which people not only lend their voice but also employ their power to promote strategies for
change." ― Journal of Anthropological Research Published On: 2018-05-25From the Inside
Flap&#34;This is a superb ethnography of health and migrant illegality. Horton brilliantly
captures how precarious legal status, intensified immigration enforcement practices, paltry
occupational protections, and inadequate access to health care combine to render
undocumented migrant farmworkers exceptionally vulnerable to illness and
death.&#34;&;Jonathan Xavier Inda, author of&#160;Targeting Immigrants: Government,



Technology, and Ethics&#34;With rich social texture, Horton uses the lens of illness to peel away
the layers of disadvantage that configure farmworkers&; lives (and deaths). This sobering,
moving ethnography skillfully illuminates the links between the 'wasted' bodies of migrant
workers in the fields and policy and business interests to expose the far-reaching, harmful
effects of today&;s immigration regime. It is impactful, urgent, and a must-read.&#34;&;Cecilia
Menj&#237;var, author of&#160;Enduring Violence: Ladina Women's Lives in
Guatemala&#160;&#160;&#34;This brilliant and engaged ethnography of the harsh daily
realities of farmworkers&; lives reveals the social origins and political production of a deadly
syndemic among the poorest and least protected sector of the American working class. Facing
the combined adverse effects of immigration policies, labor laws, and unhealthy working
conditions in the unrelenting California sun, the farmworkers intimately studied by Horton over
several years suffer from the deadly interaction of heat-related diseases, hypertension/
cardiovascular disease, and diabetes.&#160;But while their plight is often portrayed as natural
or a product of their own lifestyles, Horton&;s empathetic examination of the lives and
perspectives of these individuals shows how structural violence is generated and gets under the
skin to create disease and early mortality in a largely hidden population of hard-working
people.&#34;&;Merrill Singer,&#160;author of&#160;Introduction to Syndemics: A Systems
Approach to Public Health and Community Health&;They Leave Their Kidneys in the Fields
brings the voices of men and women working in California&;s melon, corn, and tomato fields to
the fore, telling their stories of laboring in factory-like conditions, with &#160;little job security,
curtailed breaks, and inadequate access to water and shade. Through Horton&;s graphic
descriptions, the reader can almost feel the scorching heat and see the reddened faces of
workers on break. Few studies have brought together such vivid details and analytic insights
about the relationship between immigration, labor conditions, and long-term health
consequences together in one volume.&#160; This is ethnography at its finest.&#34;&;Louise
Lamphere, author of&#160;Sunbelt Working Mothers: Reconciling Family and Factory&;A
groundbreaking portrait of US farmworkers. While this book is sure to be an instant classic in
anthropology, its implications are broad and vitally important. Horton&;s extended fieldwork,
critical insights, in-depth explanation of illness, and humanizing portrayal of migrant farmworkers
underscores the need for a fundamental rethinking of agricultural and immigration policies in the
United States.&;&;Ruth Gomberg-Mu&#241;oz, author of Becoming Legal: Immigration Law and
Mixed Status Families and Labor and Legality: An Ethnography of a Mexican Immigrant
Network&#160;From the Back Cover"This is a superb ethnography of health and migrant
illegality. Horton brilliantly captures how precarious legal status, intensified immigration
enforcement practices, paltry occupational protections, and inadequate access to health care
combine to render undocumented migrant farmworkers exceptionally vulnerable to illness and
death."—Jonathan Xavier Inda, author of Targeting Immigrants: Government, Technology, and
Ethics"With rich social texture, Horton uses the lens of illness to peel away the layers of
disadvantage that configure farmworkers’ lives (and deaths). This sobering, moving ethnography



skillfully illuminates the links between the 'wasted' bodies of migrant workers in the fields and
policy and business interests to expose the far-reaching, harmful effects of today’s immigration
regime. It is impactful, urgent, and a must-read."—Cecilia Menjívar, author of Enduring Violence:
Ladina Women's Lives in Guatemala "This brilliant and engaged ethnography of the harsh daily
realities of farmworkers’ lives reveals the social origins and political production of a deadly
syndemic among the poorest and least protected sector of the American working class. Facing
the combined adverse effects of immigration policies, labor laws, and unhealthy working
conditions in the unrelenting California sun, the farmworkers intimately studied by Horton over
several years suffer from the deadly interaction of heat-related diseases, hypertension/
cardiovascular disease, and diabetes. But while their plight is often portrayed as natural or a
product of their own lifestyles, Horton’s empathetic examination of the lives and perspectives of
these individuals shows how structural violence is generated and gets under the skin to create
disease and early mortality in a largely hidden population of hard-working people."—Merrill
Singer, author of Introduction to Syndemics: A Systems Approach to Public Health and
Community Health“They Leave Their Kidneys in the Fields brings the voices of men and women
working in California’s melon, corn, and tomato fields to the fore, telling their stories of laboring in
factory-like conditions, with little job security, curtailed breaks, and inadequate access to water
and shade. Through Horton’s graphic descriptions, the reader can almost feel the scorching
heat and see the reddened faces of workers on break. Few studies have brought together such
vivid details and analytic insights about the relationship between immigration, labor conditions,
and long-term health consequences together in one volume. This is ethnography at its finest."—
Louise Lamphere, author of Sunbelt Working Mothers: Reconciling Family and Factory“A
groundbreaking portrait of US farmworkers. While this book is sure to be an instant classic in
anthropology, its implications are broad and vitally important. Horton’s extended fieldwork,
critical insights, in-depth explanation of illness, and humanizing portrayal of migrant farmworkers
underscores the need for a fundamental rethinking of agricultural and immigration policies in the
United States.”—Ruth Gomberg-Muñoz, author of Becoming Legal: Immigration Law and Mixed
Status Families and Labor and Legality: An Ethnography of a Mexican Immigrant Network About
the AuthorSarah Bronwen Horton is Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University of
Colorado, Denver. To learn more about Sarah, please visit . Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Exellent”

J, “I loved this book. I loved this book. I feel a little awkward saying that when it's basically a book
about people suffering. But it was getting a glimpse into a world I'd otherwise never have access
to that I really appreciated, and I felt tremendous admiration and empathy for the subjects of the
book. I certainly think about it every time I shop for produce now... the book does a good job of
telling the workers' stories and tying together the factors -- bad laws, good laws with poor
implementation, culture -- that lead to farmworkers' deaths and disablement. The level and
length of the author's involvement with the subjects is impressive.For the most part it's written
accessibly but there were some more academic bits that were over my head. For me, it ended
too soon. I could have used a lot more detail about just about everything, and it's made me very
curious to learn more about the agriculture industry, lives of migrants, etc.”

Christopher W Wheeler, “This brilliant ethnography illuminates the complex factors that lead
Latino migrant .... This brilliant ethnography illuminates the complex factors that lead Latino
migrant farm workers to be particularly susceptible to heat illness and death. Following a core of
workers over a decade enabled Horton to understand the multiple levels of social and political
pressures that shaped their behavior. She introduces the reader to the tools of engaged
anthropology to stimulate interest in a variety of possible ways to address the social production
of chronic diseases among these farmworkers. Horton successfully weaves concepts from
Pierre Bourdieu (symbolic violence, habitus) into her story, enabling the reader to easily make
connections to the rich body of literature that applies critical theory to other disciplines (e.g. Jay
MacLeod’s Ain’t No Makin’ It for education). Her lucid style of writing makes this work easily
accessible to undergraduates as well as professionals. An important contribution.”

FrVirg, “Loved it.. Impressive and powerful book. Loved it.”

The book by Jeanne Rejaunier has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 21 people have provided feedback.
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